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Abstract: Travel blogs are a significant source for modeling human travelling behavior and character-
izing tourist destinations owing to the presence of rich geospatial and thematic content. However,
the bulk of unstructured text requires extensive processing for an efficient transformation of data to
knowledge. Existing works have studied tourist places, but results lack a coherent outline and visual-
ization of the semantic knowledge associated with tourist attractions. Hence, this work proposes
place semantics extraction based on a fusion of content analysis and natural language processing
(NLP) techniques. A weighted-sum equation model is then employed to construct a points of interest
graph (POI graph) that integrates extracted semantics with conventional frequency-based weighting
of tourist spots and routes. The framework offers determination and visualization of massive blog
text in a comprehensible manner to facilitate individuals in travel decision-making as well as tourism
managers to devise effective destination planning and management strategies.

Keywords: place semantics; natural language processing; content analysis; information visualization;
travel planning

1. Introduction

The widespread usage of information and communication technologies (ICTs) [1,2]
in the tourism domain has significantly evolved fundamental travel processes [3], such
as data search and sharing [4], originating collaborative information [5], purchases, and
travel practices [6]. ICT has ultimately shifted the paradigm to heavy reliance on massive
online data, otherwise known as user-generated content (UGC) [7]. Besides multimedia [8]
and location-based data [9], a large proportion of UGC is available in textual form that
includes online travel reviews, tweets, tour guidebooks, and travel blogs. The primitive
challenge is the inherent unstructured format of text data, usually multi-faceted containing
references to geographic [10], temporal [11], and thematic attributes [12] associated with
places. Thus, effective text processing and representation techniques are inevitable for a
meaningful transformation of data to knowledge.

In contrast to online reviews, regarded as short text and exhaustively utilized for
tourism-related information extraction [13–17], travel blogs have been paid less atten-
tion [18–20]. This is largely due to the amount of text contained in a blog narration;
multiple tourist attractions and variety of related topics are discussed in a single thread.
Nevertheless, blog writing is typically considered diary-style in its approach [5,21,22],
which motivates to consider an inherent sequence in its content. The idea has been applied
to extract popular movement patterns of bloggers and arrange them in the form of a points
of interest graph (POI graph) used for trip planning. However, trip planning is one of
the problems that requires an explicit understanding of the target destination. Owing
to the presence of rich geospatial and topical clues, travel blogs are a notable source for
modeling human travelling behavior and understanding space in the context of tourism,
which formalizes the representation of ‘space’ as a ‘place’ [23].

Place semantics is a prominent research domain that seeks to understand places based
on how humans sense, describe, and interact with places [24–27]. The purpose here is to
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transform unstructured textual data into a formal and structured representation as depicted
by a semantic model to conceptually define a place. In the case of a tourist attraction, it
is certain that travelers tend to describe spatial connectivity of POIs in natural language;
the other salient information is how they perceive places, which is highly connected with
the phenomenon of place affordance [25,28] that ultimately lets travelers form an opinion
and image about the visited place [29]. Hence, place semantics can broadly characterize a
number of relevant attributes of a tourist attraction, ranging from its general and physical
features (geo-features) to associated things, events, and opinions (qualifiers). While there
are previous studies that focused on evaluating tourist places, there is a lack of systems
that could provide an aggregated and consolidated view of key semantic features on top
of popular travel patterns. Such an application would eliminate the need to go through
massive content online that usually causes an inability to comprehend and take efficient
decisions, the problem also termed information overload [30,31].

To formulate an effective solution for above-defined problems, this study aims to
utilize travel blogs to first identify semantic information of popular tourist spots in a region
including offered activities, features with geographic indication, and travelers’ sentiments,
and then construct a multi-criteria-weighted POI graph. The proposed method “Sem_POI”
performs place semantics extraction using a fusion of contextual and syntactical analysis.
Initially, semantic model of a POI is proposed that illustrates the required features to define
a POI. Following this, content analysis [32,33] and dependency parsing [6,34] techniques
are utilized to extract semantic features related to potential POIs. Finally, conventional
frequency or popularity-based weighting of POIs and routes in a POI graph are cumulated
with the extracted place semantics, resulting in multi-criteria weighting and consequently
an enhanced aggregated tourism profile of the target tourist attraction.

This work contributes to the existing studies on semantics extraction and represen-
tation for tourism in certain ways. The presented multi-criteria weighted graph model
is a major improvement over previous graph-based information representations from
travel blogs. Visualization of data is a powerful mechanism that aids human interpreta-
tion in terms of analysis, reasoning, and generating knowledge about the subject under
study [35]. Here, the resultant graph representation not only contains more information as
compared to previous models, but is also more focused towards users; the output graphs
are constructed as to facilitate travel information understanding rather than mining and
unclearly representing the semantics in graphs. Secondly, it is a multi-level approach for
information integration and weight computation. Most of the existing methodologies
resorted to frequency-based approaches for POIs and route recommendation. However,
frequency may not be a sole and adequate indicator of the characteristic image of a tourist
spot. Frequency can signify the relative importance of a place in terms of visit; nevertheless,
acquiring distinguished qualifiers related to the place would better delineate its preference
among travel bloggers. Hence, if frequency is a measure of likeness, then there must
be some adjunct themes associated with the place that can clearly exhibit a tendency of
likeness in linguistic terms and should be aggregated with frequency parameter to better il-
lustrate place popularity factors. From semantic similarity perspective, existing approaches
extracted word co-occurrences using N-grams based on the principle that words that are
used and occur in the same context convey similar meanings, but the N-gram model usually
does not extract correlations between non-consecutive words in a sentence [36]. Therefore,
in this work, natural language processing (NLP) is integrated for semantic correlation that
is capable of handling word associations at greater granularity.

In summary, the objective of this study is to answer the following research questions
in the context of travel blog text analysis and representation:

(1) What kind of information would a blog reader be potentially interested in the massive
unstructured text and how do we organize those distinct information chunks in a POI
graph to facilitate travel planning?
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(2) How do we extract the most representative semantic features related to a POI that
would not only improve frequency-based treatment of blog texts but also enhance
visualization from an end user’s perspective?

In the following, Section 2 describes travel blogs and their utilization for pattern
mining and place semantics extraction. Section 3 presents the overall framework of a
multi-criteria-weighted POI graph and methodology adopted for semantic information
extraction of POIs. Section 4 covers the experimental case study and results. Section 5
elaborates on the achieved results and implication of this research. Section 6 concludes the
paper with potential future research directions.

2. Background
2.1. Travel Blogs and Tourists’ Movement Patterns

Sigala et al. [37] elucidate blogs as “free, public, web-based entries in reverse chrono-
logical order presented in a diary-style format”. Hence, travel blogs being “personal online
diaries” [5,21,22] are an informal sort of digital journaling [38]. Through blog writing,
tourists aspire to connect with people and communicate persuasive travel information and
advice. Travel blog data essentially contain the five V’s properties of Big Data: “large scale
(volume), content diversity (variety), quickly changing (velocity), authenticity (veracity),
and application value (value)” [33]. With the escalation of UGC, people are sharing their
travel memories on various blogging platforms [39,40], which signifies the volume, variety,
and velocity features of travel blog data. Veracity and value are evident in the sense that
researchers recognize the significance of tourist experiences narrated in blogs and their
impact on travel decision-making and destination image [40–42].

Banyai and Glover [43] proposed two ways to study travel blogs, content, and nar-
rative analysis. Content analysis tends to explore blog narration in a thematic context,
which includes the recreation options and services associated with tourist places, tourists’
perception, and destination identities. Narrative analysis provides meanings to blogger’s
travel experiences using temporal and spatial aspects that correspond to scene-recall or
spatio-temporal occurrence of travel events. Both modes of analysis provide valuable
information on tourist travelling and consumption behavior [44], which include but are not
limited to their movement patterns, activities, interests, and degree of contentment with
the overall travel experience.

For analyzing tourists’ movement pattern, scholars have fundamentally resorted to
the diary-style structure of blog text, which implies that the experiences are recorded
in a sequence. Besides, the occurrence frequency of a POI or a POI–POI correlation
indicates popularity. In this principle, bloggers’ mobility has been analyzed and visualized
to identify popular tourist landmarks, routes, departure cities, and local features using
frequent pattern mining technique. Kori et al. [45] made use of sequential pattern mining
to propose popular travel routes from travel blogs where the routes are suggested based
on the user supplied query-keyword, and the system also extracts route context for the
selected path. Xu et al. [46] applied frequent pattern mining to deduce popular POIs and
their correlations, where a correlation corresponds to the adjacent position of two place
names in a pattern mining transaction. In contrast to the route context [45], the method
proposed by Xu et al. [46] determines things-of–interest (ToI) related to a POI based on
the individual and collective occurrence of a {POI, ToI} pair. Guo et al. [47] introduced
the application of frequent pattern mining on structured tourism blogs in which bloggers’
travel information is appropriately labeled as “title”, “cities”, and “travel routes”. The
system extracts popular tourist spots, routes, and departure cities, whereas spot-associated
services are identified using compact pattern mining.

The above-defined related works visualized POI graphs and POI features based on
frequent pattern mining and its variants. Yuan et al. [20] enhanced this by segmenting a
frequent itemset word network into tourism areas of geographically close tourist attractions,
whereas a route within a tourist area is popular based on the measure of correlation between
two attractions and their local features. Shou et al. [33] counted co-occurrences to represent
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the degree of association between POIs and illustrate a map of multi-destination choices
of bloggers. In contrast, Haris et al. [48] studied the relationship between frequent co-
occurrences of tourist place names in travel blogs and their geographic closeness and
extracted natural language qualifiers associated with place names to populate frequent
patterns-based POI graphs with spatial information.

2.2. Semantic Information Extraction and Representation

In traditional text mining, a textual document is treated as a bag of words (BOW) [27,49,50].
The BOW approach is primarily exploited as an underlying text representation scheme
in various methods that aim to find useful, and relevant features from text data. The
simplest method is to count the frequency of a word’s appearance, also known as term
frequency (TF) and then remove unintended terms to get keywords. Shou et al. [33]
developed a semantic network diagram from travel blogs to visualize scenic spots and
related features based on a keyword count. Term frequency–inverse document frequency
(TF–IDF) is another weighting scheme that determines the importance of a word with
respect to a document in a corpus [51]. Murakami et al. [52] exploited TF–IDF measure
to determine the word-of-mouth (WOM) from travel blogs written after the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake. In contrast, Li et al. [53] studied destination image formation through travel
blogs using TF–IDF for word weighting and generated an affective network to visualize
travelers’ sentiments. Nonetheless, TF–IDF suffers from a shortcoming that it does not
count interesting word correlations in which the terms have a lower IDF value [46,54].

Frequent pattern mining is a well-known correlation analysis technique. Referring
to Section 2.1, it has been heavily adopted to extract and represent semantic features
associated with tourist spots and routes. It defines frequent patterns as itemsets or subse-
quences present in a stream of data with an occurrence frequency greater than a predefined
threshold [55]. However, a smaller threshold value may not be suitable for the analysis of
travel blog text since a popular POI is usually mentioned more frequently in contrast to its
associated attributes; hence, it may result in both relevant and irrelevant features as output
while performing word correlation analysis [20]. An application of frequent pattern mining
is association rule mining; Kurashima et al. [56] applied it to visualize bloggers’ travel
activities and impressions at a particular time and space in the form of a map of experience.

Topic modeling is a statistical technique used for semantic structure discovery in
text data. The essence of topic modeling is the idea that a document is a collection of
latent topics and topics are associated with distribution over the words contained in
the document [46,57]. Hence, topic models are good at discovering themes associated
with documents at a word-level. Hao et al. [58] applied a location topic model [59] to
travel blogs for destination recommendation, which classifies local topics of a POI and
global topics common among other POIs, while a location similarity graph illustrates
similar POIs. In comparison, Adams and McKenzie [60] employed topic modeling to
study places in a thematic context that resulted in identifying and visualizing places of
thematic distinction and thematic changes over time. However, typical topic models treat
documents as BOW, which results in a high-dimensional feature space, and outcomes lack
word-to-word association [27,50].

In NLP, a dependency parser analyzes the relationship structure of words to extract
sequences of dependencies (grammatical relations, Section 3.2.2) and encode the given
sentence into a dependency tree [25,61]. Nakatoh et al. [62,63] carried out extraction
and disambiguation of place names from travel blogs using dictionaries and dependency
structure analysis, whereas a classification network visualizes the polysemy of place names.
Zhu et al. [36] extracted semantic knowledge associated with tourist spots in travel blogs
by exploiting lexical dependencies to first perform semantic parsing and then constructed a
location representative concept network. There can be many different types of dependency
relations in a sentence; however, not all of them provide appropriate semantic information.
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3. Methodology

A graph data structure essentially consists of two components, nodes and edges.
In the case of a POI graph, nodes primarily represent tourist attractions or POIs, while
edges represent the connection between two POIs called routes. The idea of a multi-criteria-
weighted POI graph has been established and elaborated in a previous work [64], and
the proposed framework has been broken down into two parts. The first part deals with
the edges, and the second part handles the nodes. It should also be noted that the first
part has been successfully studied [48] that enriched routes of a POI graph with spatial
information. This paper specifically focuses on the second part of the graph model where
POI enrichment is implemented. Thus, this work is closely linked with the previous two
studies and they will be referenced accordingly in the rest of the paper. At the end, the
results of Haris et al. [48] will be integrated with the results obtained in this work, thereby
combining the edge and node semantics to realize a multi-criteria-weighted POI graph.
While the integration of the results is necessary, the method proposed in this study for
semantics extraction is comprehensive and standalone. Moreover, it has been substantially
expanded and improved compared to previous proposals for POI enrichment [64].

The overall methodology to construct a multi-criteria-weighted POI graph is illus-
trated in Figure 1. As mentioned above, stages 1 and 2 have been successfully accomplished
earlier, which correspond to the construction of a conventional POI graph from frequent
sequential patterns and transforming it into a spatially enriched POI graph. Here, stages 3
and 4 are to be developed in which semantic features of POIs are to be extracted first and
the results of stage 2 are to be combined. Finally, node and edge weighting functions as
shown in stage 4 are computed, resulting in a multi-criteria-weighted POI graph. The
methodological details for stages 3 and 4 are explained in the following sections.
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3.1. Semantic Model of a POI

An abstract semantic model of a POI can be derived based on content and narrative
analysis techniques of travel blog mining. Hobel and Fogliaroni [25] and Zhu et al. [36]
provide a reference to construct cognitive models of a place. Scheider and Janowicz [65]
discuss essential kinds of place inferences to construct a place reference system. Based
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on the identified place features from these references, Figure 2 is developed that depicts
the proposed semantic model where a place POI is to be geographically associated with
other POIs. This part of the model (dark shade nodes) was developed earlier [48], which
is now aggregated here to propose a complete semantic representation. Continuing with
the definition, this POI has certain spatial features SF that define its topographic footprint.
A POI in general affords a number of activities and things-to-do, symbolized as A. Lastly,
besides a popularity or frequency score, a POI is linguistically recalled by qualifiers and
subjective terms Q. Through this model, the idea would be extended to other POIs and
finally construct a multi-criteria-weighted POI graph. The proposed model incorporates
spatial relations that can explicitly inform about the location where an activity can be
performed or a geographic feature can be located. Secondly, different types of semantic
dependency relations (as will be discussed later) allow us to define a POI in a more
detailed fashion.
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3.2. Sem_POI: Proposed Method for Place Semantics Extraction

In the proposed method Sem_POI, travel blog analysis is performed using a combi-
nation of text mining and NLP techniques. T-Lab software [66] is used for text mining
and information visualization (Section 3.2.1). It is a comprehensive tool for statistical,
lexical, and graphical analysis, providing a combination of qualitative and quantitative
measurements [67]. The Stanford NLP toolkit [68] is exploited for the syntactic analysis
part (Section 3.2.2). It is all-inclusive language processing software that is used here in
particular to parse and transform unstructured text into a formal representation.

3.2.1. Content Analysis for Frequency-Based Weighting

Co-word analysis is a notable content analysis technique to identify correlations
or association between significant terms called keywords. This analysis allows a direct
interpretation of the results with respect to their semantics [69]. Co-word analysis is
fundamentally driven by the frequency of word occurrences in the text, as it is presumed
that high-frequency words are more meaningful for the analysis than the lower frequency
ones [70]. This frequency factor determines the importance of various terms and topics,
which are designated as keywords. The frequency of two co-occurring keywords indicates
the strength of their semantic relationship. Keywords can potentially reveal the major
concepts and underlying themes in a corpus. Hence, in the given case, keywords can range
from POIs to their associated features and qualifiers.
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Co-word analysis is performed in two steps: the first step employs frequency-based
analysis, such as TF; the second step focuses on identifying term co-occurrences using
various association indexes such as cosine similarity, Jaccard similarity, and others. The
resultant correlations are subjected to multidimensional scaling (MDS) representation or
correspondence analysis. Co-word analysis has been effectively utilized to uncover hidden
or trending topics and the formation of domain-oriented concepts [69].

Travel Blog Data Preprocessing

The first step involves the preprocessing and compilation of travel blog pages into
a corpus. Corpus preparation involves a sequence of steps that include checking for
stop words, normalization, which includes tasks such as eliminating excess blank spaces,
marking apostrophes, reducing capital letters, recognizing proper nouns, and converting
recognized multiword raw expressions into a single string (such as in the given case, “bird
park” and “walking distance” become “bird_park” and “walking_distance”, respectively).
Then, text segmentation is performed, which analyzes lexical units (words and lemma) and
contextual units (elementary context). An elementary context defines the unit of analysis
(i.e., sentences, chunks or paragraphs). Here, text fragments or chunks have been used
as an elementary context. Finally, selection of key terms (also called keywords) is carried
out based on either TF–IDF or Chi-square analysis. Keywords generally correspond to
any of the lexical units made up of content words such as nouns, adjectives, verbs, and
adverbs and are selected based on a threshold value. Table 1 shows the statistics obtained
by preprocessing the blog corpus, which is prepared from a set of travel blog entries
collected for the city of Kuala Lumpur (KL) [71]. The motivation behind the analysis of this
dataset is snippet-level processing, which means one or more sentences that contain at least
one spatial relation of the form <source, spatial relation, destination> and one POI about
which semantics are described. For instance, consider the example: “Thirteen kilometers
north-east of Kuala Lumpur is the National Zoo. It contains hundreds of different species
of animals, birds, and reptiles”. This example contains a spatial relation between Kuala
Lumpur and National Zoo plus some description about what to expect in National Zoo.
It is possible that a snippet may or may not contain any spatial relation. Hence, both the
spatial and semantic features are dealt with separately. A total of 700 spatial relations
are manually labeled in the dataset available online, the details of which can be found
in previous work [48]. It is certain that the same dataset has to be used for semantics
extraction as well, for which T-Lab software is utilized here to extract text snippets with
POI context. Hence, for each POI, a separate small corpus is to be maintained containing
all the snippets in which that POI is mentioned in the blog dataset.

Table 1. Corpus statistics.

Parameter Value

Texts 60
Contexts 1536

Words 7893
Lemma 6341

Occurrences (Tokens) 72,967
Threshold 10

Keyword Co-Word Analysis

Before proceeding to determine the semantic relatedness between keywords using the
co-word analysis technique, the resultant keywords of previous steps are further processed
as required. For instance, first, all lemmas were discarded for further analysis. Second, the
keyword frequency threshold was reduced, and the list was manually traversed so that
frequent but irrelevant keywords could be replaced by less frequent but required terms.
Finally, keywords were grouped in order to merge similar terms such as “Petronas Twin
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Towers”, “Twin Towers”, “Towers”, “Petronas Towers”, and “Petronas”, which were all
grouped into a single keyword “Petronas Towers”.

Finally, a maximum of 100 allowed keywords are utilized for the co-word analysis and
concept mapping technique. The unit of co-occurrence analysis is the elementary context
as defined above in corpus preparation while the association measure used for finding
semantic relatedness is mutual information (MI). Co-occurrences are defined as patterns
indicating the number of times two or more lexical units appear in the same elementary
contexts. Resultant matrices of proximity values or dissimilarities between the lexical units
can be plotted for easy interpretation using MDS as described below.

MDS Representation

MDS is a well-known data analysis technique that allows a visual interpretation of
the similarity matrices revealing relationships among the data within reduced dimensions.
T-Lab offers MDS Sammon’s method to represent the relationships among the lexical
units [66]. The input tables are square matrices, which contain proximity values (dissimi-
larities) obtained from calculating the association index (MI in this case). The graphical
results facilitate interpretation of co-occurrence relationships between the units as well
as the dimensional space containing the patterns. The extent of comparability between
the distances among points in the MDS map and the input matrix is measured by a stress
function. The lower the stress value, the better the result. The stress formula (Sammon’s
method) is the shown in Equation (1):

S = ∑
i 6=j

(
d∗ij − dij

)2

d∗ij
(1)

where d*ij is the distance between two points (ij) within the input matrix and dij is the
distance between the same points (ij) within Sammon’s map [66]. Figure 3 (bubble plot)
and Figure 4 (dominant words) visualize MDS representation of POI (proper nouns) and
feature (nouns, adjective) semantic relatedness. In Figure 3, the thematic similarity of
different keywords is represented in different colors.

3.2.2. Dependency Parsing for Semantics Extraction

The phenomenon of dependency is a binary asymmetric definition that elucidates the
relationship between words [34]. A dependency relationship comprises a governor word
and a dependent word. For instance, the term “splendid mosque” consists of “mosque”
as the governor word (head) and “splendid” as a dependent (modifier). The nodes in
a dependency tree mark the syntactical class of each word whereas the labeled edges
denote the ordered structure of grammatical relations between the words. There are
about 50 dependency relations in CoreNLP libraries [68] represented as triplets of the form
“relation name, governor term, dependent term”. As an example, in the sentence “the view
is fantastic!”, there is a nominal subject relationship nsubj (fantastic, view) between the
words “view” and “fantastic”.
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Exploiting appropriate dependency relations contributes to the discovery of potential
noun phrase semantic features, sentiment-bearing word pairs, and other useful terms. For
example, Zhu et al. [36] utilized two types of dependency relations, a noun compound (nn)
and adjectival modifier (amod), for identifying conceptual terms related to a tourist loca-
tion, while Zhou et al. [6] exploited a nominal subject (nsubj) and adjectival complement
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(acomp) to extract information about hotel quality parameters. Hobel and Fogliaroni [25]
targeted a verb and its context associated with a place; hence, they extracted an open clausal
complement (xcomp) and a verbal modifier (vmod) for verbs and a direct object (dobj) for
the context part besides amod. In the proposed framework Sem_POI, the purpose is to
extract semantics as depicted in Section 3.1. Hence, the selected dependencies include the
nominal subject (nsubj), direct object (dobj), adjective and adverbial modifier (amod, adv-
mod), nominal modifier (nmod), adjective and clausal complement (xcomp), and negation
(neg). These are the suitable dependency relations that have the ability to identify potential
semantic features and qualifiers. A compound modifier (compound) is also chosen as it
facilitates the identification of noun phrase or multi-word phrases [72]. For each depen-
dency relation identification, certain conditions need to be fulfilled (Cause) that trigger the
extraction process (Action). In the following, each utilized dependency relation has been
elaborated with examples based on the description provided by Poria et al. [73,74].

i. Nominal subject (nsubj)

Cause–Action: the target token is a syntactic subject of a verb, which means if a word
‘a’ is in a subject–noun relationship with a word ‘b’, then the relation (b, a) is extracted.

Example: (1) The views are stunning. In this example, “views” is in a subject–noun
relation with “stunning”. Here, the relation (stunning, views) is extracted.

ii. Direct object (dobj)

Cause–Action: the target token is a head verb of a direct object, which means if a
word ‘a’ is in a direct nominal object relationship with a word ‘b’, then the relation (a, b)
is extracted.

Example: (2) We also visited the amusement park inside this shopping centre. In this
example, the relation (visited, park) is extracted.

iii. Negation (neg)

Negation conveys important linguistic information since it generally flips the intended
meaning. This condition is defined to identify a negated sense of a word.

Cause–Action: if a word is negated explicitly, which means if a word ‘a’ is negated by
a negation specifier ‘b’, then the relation (b, a) is extracted.

Example: (3) The locals are not friendly. In this example, “friendly” is the head of the
negated dependency, with “not” denoting the dependent. Thus, the relation (not, friendly)
is extracted.

iv. Modifiers

a. Compound modifier (compound)
Cause–Action: a noun made up of more than one noun. A noun compound modifier

is a noun that modifies the head noun, which means if a noun word ‘a’ is modified by
another noun word ‘b’, then the relation (b, a) is extracted.

Example: (4) We watched the fountain show at the lake. In this example, the relation
(fountain, show) is extracted.

b. Adjectival and adverbial modifiers (amod, advmod)
The conditions for the targets modified by adjectives or adverbs are the same.
Cause–Action: a target token is modified by an adjective or an adverb, which means if

a word ‘a’ is modified by a word ‘b’, then the relation (b, a) is extracted.
Example: (5) The square is also surrounded by some stunning colonial architecture. In

this example, the relation (stunning, architecture) is extracted.
c. Nominal modifier (nmod)
Cause–Action: used for nominal modifiers of nouns or clausal predicates, which

means if a noun word ‘a’ is modified by a word ‘b’ then the relation (b, a) is extracted.
Example: (6) There are many macaques around the cave temple. In this example, the

relation (temple, macaques) is extracted.
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v. Adjective and clausal complement (xcomp)

These conditions are applied to verbs with either an adjective or a closed clause
(having its own subject) as a complement.

Cause–Action: the target token is head verb of a complement relation, which means if
a word ‘a’ is in a direct nominal object relationship with a word ‘b‘ then the relation (a, b)
is extracted.

Example: (7) The tower looks spectacular at night. In this example, “looks” is the head
of a clausal complement dependency, with “spectacular” denoting the dependent. Hence,
the relation (looks, spectacular) is extracted.

Now consider the example blog text snippet below. Figure 5 gives a visual result of
extracted dependencies by the Stanford parser [68], whereas Table 2 lists the set of selected
dependency relations according to the above described rules, where each dependency
relation contains the governor and modifier terms with their relevant position in the text.

“Visit the historic Hindu temples in Batu Caves.
Located 13 km north of KL, the Batu Caves are an intriguing place.
A massive limestone outcrop houses a series of caves and cave temples.
Get ready to climb the 272 steps to the main cave temple.”
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Table 2. Extracted dependencies list.

Dependency Type Grammatical Triples

compound

compound (temples-5, Hindu-4)
compound (Caves-8, Batu-7)
compound (north-4, km-3)

compound (Caves-10, Batu-9)

compound (outcrop-4, limestone-3)
compound (temples-12, cave-11)
compound (temple-12, cave-11)

dobj dobj (Visit-1, temples-5)
dobj (Located-1, north-4)

dobj (houses-5, series-7)
dobj (climb-4, steps-7)

nsubj nsubj (place-14, Caves-10) nsubj (houses-5, outcrop-4)

amod amod (place-14, intriguing-13)
amod (outcrop-4, massive-2)

amod (temples-5, historic-3)
amod (temple-12, main-10)

nmod nmod (Visit-1, Caves-8)
nmod (north-4, KL-6)

nmod (series-7, caves-9)
nmod (climb-4, temple-1)
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Before performing dependency parsing, all blog text snippets related to one POI are
accumulated in a single corpus. Then, each blog snippet is decomposed into sentences.
Finally, the structure of each sentence is analyzed using a dependency parsing module.
Based on the above-defined criteria, selected dependency relations are retained and the
remaining ones are discarded. In each dependency pair, the governor and modifier terms
can collectively conceptualize a semantic feature. However, even in the list of extracted
pairs, not all features are of primary concern. Hence, a pruning step is to be applied to
filter less important features and retain the stronger ones for the final graph nodes. The
classic way to do this is to remove infrequent features since the terms with rare occurrences
are not expected to be plausible features [75]. Another level of pruning is to determine the
degree of semantic similarity of a feature with the main entity. Referring to Section 3.2.1,
frequent keyword terms and their semantic relatedness with POIs have already been
computed. Therefore, co-occurrence association of both governor and dependent terms in a
dependency pair is determined with the respective POI. The pair is retained if the governor
and dependent terms pass the defined frequency threshold, which is set to 4. This value is
chosen to strike a balance between the occurrence of a POI name in the blog text, which is
more than its features’ occurrences. Hence, to ensure the selection of important features,
neither a very high nor a very low threshold value should be chosen Finally, the resultant
dependencies are further checked to determine whether they convey same information,
such as the following two dependencies compound (temples-12, cave-11) and compound
(temple-12, cave-11) from two different sentences, which provide the same information
with a subtle difference in the terms “temples” and “temple”. Hence, string similarity is
computed, and all such similar dependencies are aggregated into a single dependency
along with a mention of its occurrence score.

In order to computer a POI-centric opinion score for multi-criteria weighting, the
selected dependencies “nsubj”, “amod”, “advmod”, and “xcomp” are checked as they
modify the POI entity. The SentiWordNet 3.0 English lexical resource [76] is utilized to
deduce the sentiment of modifier terms. It is openly available for sentiment analysis and
opinion mining research. The underlying lexical database WordNet comprises nouns,
adjectives, verbs, and adverbs in various cognitive concepts and associated sentiment
scores [6].

3.3. POI Graph and Geographic Feature Association

Up to this point, the spatial components [48] shown in the dark shade in Figure 2
and dependency analysis-based POI features as nodes are coupled in the semantic model
(Section 3.1). With semantic parsing, the narrative concepts extracted as features are multi-
word expressions and hence have more informative for the end user. However, in the
extracted list of dependencies, some features can be made more informative by incorporat-
ing their geographic clues. Although prepositional modifier (case) dependency provides
a major hint about spatial indicators, prepositions are usually filtered at preprocessing
stage during the keyword extraction process and thus cannot be extracted as a unit of
information in later stages. Another useful yet rarely used dependency, a numeric modifier
(nummod), can contribute to provide valuable quantitative information about tourist spots.
In the proposed model (Figure 2), geographic indications about POIs and their features are
required. While spatial information between POIs has been dealt with, the same frame-
work [48] has also led to extraction of spatial feature triplets. A feature triplet is one in
which the location of a feature is described with respect to some other POI or feature. For
example: <hawker stalls in Jalan Alor>, <golden statue at entrance>, where the three com-
ponents of a triplet are the trajector, spatial indicator, and landmark. Thus, the extracted
dependency pairs <governor, modifier> are matched with the triplet table <trajector, spatial
indicator, landmark>. Finally, dependency pairs that contain geo-locatable features will be
replaced by the matched triplet. For example, a pair (skybridge, floor) will be transformed
to (skybridge, at, 41st floor) and (monkeys, steps) to (monkeys, on, steps).
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3.4. Weighted-Sum Equation Model for Multi-Criteria Weight Computation

Multi-criteria weighting is primarily based on the weighted-sum model, a popular
and compelling approach to ranking alternatives against multiple criteria [77]. It presents
the quantitative evaluation of the options without any bias and lets the decision-makers
judge the options based on their disposition [78]. In order to evaluate options, a weighted-
sum model provides an aggregated rating system that comprises the entire set of criteria.
Applying this description of multi-criteria weighting approach [78] to the proposed work,
the task is to formulate a collective weighting system for the nodes and edges of the POI
graph, where the available POIs and routes are the options/alternatives and the different
types of information attributes (popularity, spatial, and semantic content) are the criteria
that would be assigned some weighting to compute a final aggregated value. It should
be noted that the purpose of this step is to formulate an equation model to assign a score
to graph components, not to perform an evaluation of alternatives, which is a different
task. Referring to the description provided about the weighted-sum equation model [64],
Equations (2) and (3) for node and edge importance, respectively, are mentioned below. The
necessary details are rewritten here; the previous study should be referred to for detailed
understanding of the equations.

Definition: A multi-criteria-weighted POI graph G = (V, E) with a set of nodes V and
edges E and weighting functions Wnode and Wedge is defined as follows:

(1) ∀ POIi ∈ V , Wnode = ∑ {w(POIi) , wx , R_count, B_rate}

where w(POIi) represents the popularity of attraction POIi measured as its frequency
of occurrence in the frequent sequential pattern mining (FSPM) transactions. wx is the
aggregated polarity score of modifier terms. R_count is the number of reviews, and B_rate
is the bubble rating retrieved from credible travel websites for attraction POIi.

W(POIi)
′ = ∑

(
Degree

CountFSPM−1 · wDegree

)
,
(

Polarity · wPolarity

)
,(

(Rating− 1) · wRating
)
,
(

No. of Reviews
Max. Reviews · wReview

) (2)

Below is the pointwise detail of the weight assignment for Equation (2).

• The function value ranges from 0 to 100, where the first two factors will be assigned
50 points and the succeeding two will be assigned the rest of the 50 points.

• The first two factors are to be computed using travel blog data, while the other two
are to be retrieved from social media.

• Each factor is to be separately assigned a unique weight to further distribute the
50 points.

• First, wDegree and wpolarity are assigned values of 20 and 30, respectively. Here, we
want more influence of sentiment analysis than frequency-based popularity, which is
why wpolarity has a higher value than wDegree.

• Second, wRating and wReview are equally assigned a value of 10 because a greater value
would not return a score in the range of 50.

• Since the rating parameter can have a value from 1 to 5 stars, the minimum value this
factor can return now is 0 and the maximum value is 40. The review ratio parameter
is normalized based on the description of Yahi et al. [79] and it can return a maximum
of score of 10.

• The greater the value of W(POIi)
′, the more popular the POI.

(2) ∀
(
eij = POIi → POIj

)
∈ E, Wedge = ∑

{
w
(
eij
)

, wuv
}

where w(eij) represents the popularity of the correlation between attractions POIi and POIj,
and wuv represents the presence of any spatial information unit for the route.

W
(
eij
)′

= ∑ (Correlation · wCorrelation),
(
SpatialInformation · wSI

)
(3)
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• This function value also ranges from 0 to 100, where WCorrelation and WSI are assigned
values of 50 and 25, respectively.

• The values are decided so that both factors could contribute half of the points out of
100.

• The attribute SpatialInformation can range from 0 to 2 based on the presence or absence
of spatial indicators for a route; hence, in order to have the maximum value of 50, WSI
has to be equal to 25.

• The greater the value of W
(
eij
)′, the more popular the route.

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Performance Comparison Case Study

For performance evaluation of the proposed and benchmark methods, a prominent
POI named “Batu Caves” has been chosen. It is a very popular tourist attraction in
the Kuala Lumpur itinerary and is consistently ranked as one of the top attractions on
TripAdvisor [80] and other platforms. To begin with, a set of text snippets containing “Batu
Caves” in context has been first compiled into a corpus, the details of which are mentioned
in Table 3.

Table 3. Batu Caves corpus statistics.

Parameter Value

Texts 70
Contexts 68

Words 999
Lemmas 887

Occurrences 3296
Threshold 4

For a given POI, the performance outcome of a semantic feature extraction method
can be classified into four possibilities as depicted in the confusion matrix (Table 4).

Table 4. Confusion matrix.

Extracted Not Extracted

Semantic features related to a POI true positive (tp) false negative (fn)
Semantic features not related to a POI false positive (fp) true negative (tn)

Using the above stated possibilities, one can define the well-known measures of
Precision and Recall for the given task as shown in Equations (4) and (5):

Precision =
tp

tp + fp
(4)

Recall =
tp

tp + fn
(5)

Since there is a lack of ground truth or expert-annotated data for the exact number of
semantic features for a POI computed as tp + fn; hence, a suitable solution is to use TripAd-
visor review tags for Batu Caves [80]. TripAdvisor uses a sophisticated algorithm [81] for
determining POI popularity rating and ranking based on reviews. The algorithm considers
the quality, quantity, and recency of reviews to credibly rank a POI. The review tags are
listed under the heading “Popular mentions” for each POI on the TripAdvisor website,
which means that these tags are not merely for review browsing; they are actually the
important keywords associated with a POI, mentioned frequently by a majority of the
review writers. These tags contain a mix form of information as shown in Figure 6 for the
selected POI, Batu Caves.
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In order to keep relevant tags, the approach of Xu et al. [46] is adopted here, which
defines two types of noises in the extracted contents, where the first type of noise is the
common things, i.e., things that can be seen somewhere else. For example, ‘street’, ‘subway’,
‘shop’, etc. This noise is already dealt with if we carefully view the tags in Figure 6. The
second rule is relevant to the given task, according to which one POI cannot be used as a
semantic feature of another POI. Secondly, as the extraction methods are compared in terms
of semantic features such as those proposed in the semantic model (Section 3.1), ten out of
seventeen tags in Figure 6 have been chosen as tp. Finally, though TripAdvisor serves as a
feature benchmark here, it is certain that the blog corpus would contain some true features
not tagged by TripAdvisor; hence, we intuitively do not discard the tags extracted by any
method if that tag corresponds to a proper entity or qualifier. Such terms are counted as tp.

The proposed method Sem_POI is compared in terms of precision and recall with
naive TF, TF–IDF, frequent item-set mining, and topic models. Table 5 shows the extracted
semantic terms, resultant precision, and recall of each method.

Table 5. Extracted top semantic terms of the baseline and proposed methods.

Method Extracted Top Semantic Features
for Batu Caves Precision Recall

Term frequency (TF)

cave
temple
India
hindu

top
site

minute
hindu god
dedicate

steps
world

0.54 0.6

Term frequency–inverse
document frequency

(TF–IDF)

temple
top
site

minute
dedicate

hindu god

hindu shrines
impressive

lord Murugan
famous
feature

0.63 0.53

Frequent item-set mining

cave
limestone

kl
north
India
visit

hindu
temple
train

minute
steps

0.54 0.5

Topic model

kuala lumpur
city

train
day
visit

petronas

monkeys
air

things
hindu
towers

0.27 0.3

Sem_POI

hindu temples
popular shrines

golden statue
limestone hill

train ride
wild monkeys

lord Murugan
climb steps
kl Sentral

ride minute
main cave

0.81 0.75
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4.2. Multi-Criteria-Weighted POI Graph

For the given case study POI, Batu Caves (Section 4.1), a final multi-criteria-weighted
POI graph will be constructed now using a number of steps and extracted results. They
include the corresponding spatially-enriched components, dependency analysis-based POI
features, and geo-features coupled into the semantic model (Section 3.1).

Finally, with the use of Equations (2) and (3), multi-criteria weights will be com-
puted for nodes and edges, respectively (computation details provided previously [64]).
Tables 6 and 7 contain details about the parameters computed for Equations (2) and (3),
respectively.

Table 6. Multi-criteria weight for POI.

Popular POI Degree Ratio Polarity Rating Review
Ratio

Multi-Criteria
Weight

Batu Caves 0.5 0.875 4 1 76

Table 7. Multi-criteria weight for routes.

POIs
Sequence (n = 2)

Correlation
Weight

Spatial
Indictor(s)

Spatial
Information

Multi-Criteria
Weight

{Batu Caves,
Kuala Lumpur} 0.9 13 km north 2 95

{Batu Caves,
KL Sentral} 0.8 30 min 1 65

With the above-defined parameters and details, Figure 7 finally illustrates the multi-
criteria-weighted POI graph for the selected POI, Batu Caves. Besides the weighting (POI
weighting: node size, route weighting: edge thickness) for the POI node “Batu Caves” and
the outgoing directed edges to other POI nodes “Kuala Lumpur” and “KL Sentral”, the
graph also represents the selected top semantic features associated with Batu Caves. The
strength or importance of a semantic feature is represented by the thickness of the node’s
border. The graph components are realized based on the numeric weighting assigned to
each parameter in Tables 6 and 7; hence, changing the weighting scheme would eventually
influence the importance of these parameters (influence of quantitative and qualitative
parameters) in computing the multi-criteria weight. In general, the higher the value of
these parameters, the greater the strength of a graph component. For instance, the higher
the “Correlation Weight”, the more popular a travel pattern it would be, whereas the lower
the value of the “Spatial Information” parameter, the less geographic knowledge available
for that travel pattern.
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4.3. Comparative Results for Other POIs

In this section, the semantics extraction results are presented for two more POIs. The
first POI is the Petronas Towers and second is the KL Bird Park. Both POIs are popular
landmarks but with a different semantic category. The first POI is an architectural attraction
whereas the second is an outdoor, nature-oriented spot. A similar experimental evaluation
approach is adopted for these POIs as presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Figures 8 and 9
represent the TripAdvisor review tags for Petronas Towers [82] and KL Bird Park [83] used
for computing the tp, tf, and fp for each extraction result. The final outputs are presented
in Tables 8 and 9 for Petronas Towers and KL Bird Park, respectively. Here, the top 10 tags
extracted by each method are mentioned. The performance of Sem_POI is better than the
benchmark BOW and frequency-based methods in these two cases as well. While TF–IDF
performs better than other methods, the lack of semantic dependence is visible from the
extracted tags, where the results of Sem_POI are expressive and meaningful in describing
the potential features of both POIs. Section 5 presents a detailed analysis of the extracted
tags, resultant graph, and their significance, which provides a clear outline for analyzing
the results presented here.
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Table 8. Extracted top semantic terms of the baseline and proposed methods.

Method Extracted Top Semantic Features
for Petronas Towers Precision Recall

TF

twin
lumpur
kuala
city

world

ticket
visit
klcc

bridge
night

0.4 0.4

TF–IDF

klcc
lumpur
kuala
tallest
ticket

skyline
bridge

malaysia
mall
deck

0.6 0.5

Frequent
item-set mining

city
world
ticket
klcc
sky

lumpur
kuala
bridge
things
walk

0.4 0.36

Topic model

world
waiting
highest

hour
malaysia

light
entire

visually
petrosains

hotel

0.3 0.23

Sem_POI

twin towers
skybridge floor

observation deck
night view

park towers

impressive
towers

klcc park
tickets Petronas
shopping mall

skyline city

0.8 0.67

Table 9. Extracted top semantic terms of the baseline and proposed methods.

Method Extracted Top Semantic Features
for KL Bird Park Precision Recall

TF

birds
park

kl
garden
aviary

world
free-flight

lumpur
kuala

largest

0.3 0.27

TF–IDF

kl
free-flight

aviary
parrot

botanical

lumpur
kuala

Perdana
walk-in
garden

0.4 0.33
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Table 9. Cont.

Method Extracted Top Semantic Features
for KL Bird Park Precision Recall

Frequent
item-set mining

birds
aviary
largest
world

free

garden
lumpur
kuala
visit
flight

0.3 0.27

Topic model

park
bird
birds

kl
world

free
gardens
aviary
flight

largest

0.3 0.27

Sem_POI

free flight
aviary walk

largest aviary
birds hornbill
aviary flight

lake gardens
botanical garden

bird species
home park
bird shows

0.7 0.538

5. Discussion and Implications

The discussion section elaborates on the results and outlooks in three parts. First is
the proposed semantics extraction methodology. Next is the visualization of the results,
and last is the practical implications of the study for the tourism domain at large.

5.1. Semantics Extraction

The theoretical idea emphasized in this research is that POIs’ occurrence frequency
is a depiction of their popularity, which provides the rationale for semantics extraction.
The typical frequency-based analysis of travel blog content is considerably improved by
incorporating contextual and syntactical analysis. This approach genuinely illustrates the
popularity of a POI in terms of its associated features and opinions on top of frequency.
Moreover, the presence of semantic correlation among the extracted concepts eventually
enhances the resultant graph representation (discussed in the next section).

On a methodical level, the results presented in Tables 5, 8 and 9 show that the proposed
semantics extraction approach Sem_POI outperforms the other methods. TF, TF–IDF, and
frequent pattern mining gave average outcome; however, the topic model suffered from
poor performance. There are certain reasons for the poor performance of the baseline
approaches. With typical vector space representation of a text document, each word is
considered a single unit of information, which disregards the contextual dependencies
of words on each other [27,50,84]. The extracted knowledge will be less meaningful as a
result of ignoring the relation between words. Hence, BOW-based approaches lack the
ability to express the semantic structure of text. In existing methods utilized in tourism and
related research areas, such as those proposed by Hao et al. [58], Adams and McKenzie [60],
Pang et al. [85], Kim, Ihm and Myaeng [86], and Liu et al. [87], the extracted information
units are independent and are unable to convey unified semantic meaning. Hence, natural
language techniques are inevitable to overcome this drawback and accurately model textual
content. Here, semantic dependencies between words are parsed to generate multiword
information chunks for better understanding of the end user [36].

Additionally, the semantic parsing approaches in the tourism domain usually utilized
noun and adjectival dependencies, stating them as the most conceptual relations [6,36].
However, in the case of a tourist attraction, a number of attributes need to be known
for planning an optimal trip. This not only includes the knowledge of frequently visited
attractions that are geographically accessible from the target attraction, but also the topical
themes, activities, sentiments, and prominent geo-features associated with them. The
proposed method Sem_POI utilized eight dependency relations and resulted in better
semantic feature extraction. Nonetheless, Sem_POI still suffered a slight drop in recall
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when taking TripAdvisor as the benchmark. This is because in the end, features are filtered
based on keyword frequency, and this is highly dependent on underlying data about
what features are popularly discussed. It is possible that certain important terms are not
mentioned frequently [27]. As an example, the feature “dark cave” has not been extracted
by Sem_POI for Batu Caves since this feature is not mentioned frequently in collected blogs,
while reviews are continuously generated on a daily basis and are updated accordingly
on travel platforms, so it is certain that “dark cave” would be a popular feature among
travelers these days.

5.2. Graph Visualization

The final result of the proposed workflow is the representation of extracted semantics.
For a user-centered outcome, comprehensive visualization is indispensable as it turns the
tedious text description into interesting and compelling images to facilitate identification
of key information [17], whereas an inappropriate application of a visualization method
can pervert the understanding of readers [27]. In the case of tourism information visual-
ization, it is necessary to examine the presence of relationships between various concepts.
The relationship is then generally modeled as a network or property graph such as the
conventional frequency-based POI graph (Section 2.1). The other way is to emphasize
the semantic concepts using word clouds, heatmaps, concept graphs, MDS or similar
techniques (Section 2.2). The significance of resultant visualization in Figure 7 is justified
from the fact that it encompasses both forms of information representations. The narrative
focus is reflected from the sequential movement patterns with spatial knowledge, whereas
contextual focus is illustrated through semantic attributes. Together, they contribute to
the enrichment of the edges and nodes of a typical frequency-based POI graph that conse-
quently leads to the development of a multi-criteria-weighted POI graph. The formulation
of weight computation for the nodes and edges is driven by defining scoring functions that
include both the quantitative and qualitative measures of knowledge and popularity.

The multi-criteria-weighted POI graph is a significant enhancement over the ap-
proaches described in Section 2.1. The closest baselines for comparison from the perspective
of graph representation are the contributions of Kori et al. [45], Xu et al. [46], Guo et al. [47]
and Yuan et al. [20]. The mentioned baselines proposed variants of frequent pattern mining
and created graphs of popular POIs while specific representations are the route context [45],
frequent departure cities [47], things-to-do [46,47], and geographically close POIs [20]. The
graph models of each method are redrawn in Figures 10–12 according to the case study POI,
Batu Caves to provide an abstract idea; actual graph images in respective papers should
be referred to for accurate analysis. The difference can be perceived in terms of the level
of knowledge a graph possesses about POIs and routes, and ease in interpretation, which
means the structure and organization of knowledge in the graph to enable understanding
and facilitate travel planning. Table 10 also concisely presents the differences between the
proposed and existing POI graph representations.

In comparison, the proposed scheme of multi-criteria-weighted POI graph has not only
focused on information extraction methodology for edges [48] and node enrichment, it has
also focused on the completeness of extracted results that would enhance representation of
the overall graph. The latter point provides an improved semantic illustration in contrast to
the literature described in Section 2.2. The frequency and relatedness of graph components
should not be the sole concern; an output graph should simplify travel decision-making.
The choice of POIs or route while itinerary planning is influenced by a variety of factors
besides popularity. The geographic proximity of tourist attractions is yet another key
consideration, such as for planning a walking or self-guided tour under cost or time
restrictions or during the transit time of a flight. Another example can be derived from
the given case study (Figure 7); the feature “272 stairs to top” indicates that one needs to
climb 272 stairs to reach the cave temple. While this feature would be an adventure for
most of the people, it may revert some travelers from planning to visit the top in the case of
time or weather constraints, physical disability, age or health-associated issues. One more
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important implication can be drawn by visualizing the tourism profile of Batu Caves as a
tourist attraction, which would generally appeal to visitors with cultural, historical, and
religious interests. Finally, it should be noted that the results of semantics extraction have
realized the consequent graph. Thus, it is necessary to exploit sophisticated methods that
can consider the worth of less-frequent semantic features, such as “dark cave” (as discussed
in Section 5.1); the contextual similarity of features, such as “shrines” and “temples”; and
the inference of features. The inference can be explained by an example that Batu Caves is
a sacred site, which would certainly be associated with some traditional event or festival at
some point of time during the year, such as the “Thaipusam Festival”, which should be
extracted as a semantic feature. Hence, visualizing such information would further smooth
travel decision-making.
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Table 10. Comparison between the proposed and existing POI graph representations.
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POI and Things of
Interest (ToI) graph
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Keywords co-word
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parsing
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POIs with precise

spatial information

Geo-features,
activities, sentiments

5.3. Tourism Research and Practice

The implications of this study for the tourism domain are linked to its multiple areas.
From the utilization of travel blogs and application of textual analysis techniques, to
studying tourists’ mobility and portrayed attraction profile, there are possible insights for
tourists as well as tourism practitioners.

Travel blogs serve as a potential and influential resource for tourism industry, both at
individual and managerial levels. Studies have referred to travel blogs as a sound medium
to promote information exchange among travelers [5,20,37,88]. Andrade and Sobata [89]
identified blogs as the second most important resource in travel products and services
consumption; the results deduced “Itineraries and Attractions” along with “Transportation
and Locomotion” to be the most relevant aspects of travel blog content. The utilization of
any online information source influences travel planning decisions, which consequently
affect opinions regarding tourist destinations [90]. Travel blogs appear to be a persuasive
channel to assess destination image [40,89] along with consumer behavior. To sum up,
our study has analyzed travel blogs to efficiently exploit the travel experience as the
postconsumption behaviour of bloggers, their knowledge, opinion, and key preferences
about the attractions and produced outcomes that can clearly indicate the essential and
relevant information needed while planning travel itineraries.

The next important aspect is the selection of suitable techniques to achieve acceptable
results. The abundant content of travel blogs has attracted scholars to conduct a variety of
analytical studies. While most of the approaches have now adopted content analysis and
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text mining techniques instead of typical customer survey methods for accurate interpre-
tation, unstructured text processing is still a challenge owing to language flexibility and
vagueness [27]. Depending on the underlying objectives, sophisticated analysis methods
are inevitable to make sense of travel data. Li et al. [50] pointed out the feasibility of
applying NLP in tourism recommendations and decision-making. Our framework sets the
integration of content analysis and NLP. The keywords co-word analysis has determined
high-frequency tourist hotspots, thematic topics, and sentiments terms, whereas NLP
allowed us to incorporate a semantic sense in the independent pieces of information. The
eventual graph visualization together with spatially enriched tourist movement patterns
illustrates findings in a constructive manner, enabling us to bypass layers of texts. It will
expedite the cognitive process of end-users and facilitate faster manipulation of travel
information leading to effective decisions. The study-specific examples and suggestions
are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Effective visual summaries can be generated for
other types of tourism domain texts such as travel guidebooks, descriptions on official
tourism websites, and lengthy online reviews. The resultant semantics represent various
characteristics of a trip; hence, one more useful implication is to combine these character-
istics with individual travelers’ attributes to propose personalized trip plans. Similarly,
the results can be effectively integrated with the knowledge of nearby accommodations
and transportation hubs since tourist attractions are usually referred to with respect to
the lodging and transport options in proximity. The results would be highly beneficial for
service providers in developing complete traveling packages. Below is an account of the
practical implications of our framework in greater areas of tourism management.

Tourist movement patterns communicate and convey a lot more insight than merely a
connection between visited attractions. The knowledge of bloggers’ mobility and projected
attraction profile has possible applications to improve tourism service provisions and
destination management activities, such as providing accommodation facilities, revamping
transport infrastructure in areas with high tourist flow or planning shopping centers [91,92].
A plausible analysis will assist tourism practitioners in areas such as adjusting resource
allocation, predicting tourism demand, and market composition of tourist areas [50]. In
summary, it is apparent that tourism is a socio-economic practice with evident impact
on the space where it takes place [93]. Thus, we need such systems that can facilitate
understanding of the geospatial and semantic aspects of tourist places. Finally, there is a
noteworthy connection between tourists’ mobility and tourism sustainability owing to the
environmental impacts of travelling. Bloggers’ spatial patterns manifest their behavior,
perception, and interaction with places [94]. Hence, extracting information regarding
their trips, preferred attractions, transit modes, and played activities will help identify
the influence of tourism on the environment and mandating effective policies for attrac-
tion management to foster sustainable tourism. Another relevant discipline is the urban
morphology [95], which is relevant here in terms of examining the functionality of urban
tourist areas. Tourist spots are an essential part of urban spaces; hence, studying tourists’
trajectories and their attributed semantic sense to places at large will assist in sustainable
urban development.

6. Conclusions

The theoretical notion emphasized in this research is that POIs’ occurrence frequency
depicts their popularity, which provides rationale for semantics extraction. Our proposed
framework offers the extraction of semantic features using content analysis along with NLP
and output visualization as a multi-criteria-weighted POI graph. The keywords co-word
analysis has determined high-frequency tourist hotspots, thematic topics, and sentiments
terms, whereas NLP allowed us to incorporate semantic sense in the independent pieces
of information. The approach genuinely illustrates the popularity of a POI in terms of its
associated features and opinions on top of frequency. The final multi-criteria-weighted POI
graph is a significant enhancement over typical frequency-based analysis and visualization
of tourist attractions and routes. Though weighted sum is a simple technique, it is a
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compelling and non-biased multi-criteria weighting method used to date and is applied
here in the context of a POI graph’s component weighting. The results are of profound
importance for planning a trip to a new destination when information overload may
overwhelm the readers. Besides, there are potential insights for practice in domains where
analysis of tourists’ movement and preferences is necessary to explore new possibilities of
improving tourism service systems.

The study has some limitations that provide workable directions for future research.
First, the lack of a benchmark dataset with labeled place semantic features has limited
the evaluation of our framework. Second, the semantics extraction can further be im-
proved in the direction of feature-specific opinion mining. Finally, the resultant multi-
criteria-weighted POI graph has not been subjected to a qualitative user study to assess
its usefulness for travel decision-making in the real world. Although the effectiveness of
the multi-criteria-weighted POI graph can be perceived by comparing with the existing
graph representations, it is ideal to subjectively evaluate the graph using primitive trip
planning parameters.
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